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Beverly Hills Public Safety Activity Report 

November 1st- November 14th, 2018 

 The Public Safety Department is currently looking for applicants for Public Safety Officer.  

Please visit our website, www.beverlyhillspolice.com to see if you qualify. 

 Residents are reminded not to provide personal information to callers who solicit money or 

information.  Never agree to send money under the threat of arrest or imprisonment to those 

callers. 

 Residents are discouraged from placing outgoing mail in their mailbox especially if it contains 

personal information or checks. 

 If you are involved in a traffic crash and your vehicle remains drivable pull into the nearest 

parking lot or off onto the shoulder.   

 Drivers are reminded to slow down and have patience while operating in and around 

construction zones. 

 Citizens are reminded to check their smoke alarms and the CO2 detectors to make sure they 

are working properly. 

 

NO-TALK PHONE SCAMS:  

Dialing Deceivers Don’t Need You To Say Anything To Rip You Off  Most telephone 

scammers rely on talk, getting you to pick up the phone so they can give their impersonations of 

IRS agents, noble fundraisers, tech-support saviors or grandkids in need. But with a new breed of 

telephone fraudsters, sometimes you don’t even need to say "Hello" to get ripped off. Here’s how 

some of these crooks may target you. 

 

Call Center Fraud  There are scam artists who spend hours calling the customer service centers 

of banks, insurance companies and other institutions, posing as people like you, to try to access 

accounts. These crimes have more than doubled in the past year. “That’s because reps only ask a 

couple of simple authentication questions — maybe your mother’s maiden name or your Social 

Security number — before you can transfer money or do whatever,” explains Ken Shuman of Pin 

drop, a company that provides antifraud services to call centers.   Scammers start by assembling 

information on you, stolen in data breaches, purchased on the “dark web” or gleaned with a simple 

Google search. Then, working from boiler rooms (often overseas), they spend all day phoning 

different call centers to determine if you have accounts with those companies. With your data in 

hand, they can often answer the authentication questions that call centers ask. ATM PINs are 

especially prized — and vulnerable, adds Shuman. He notes that there are only 10,000 possible 

combinations for a four-digit PIN. Unless a bank’s system blocks calls after several tries — and 

some don’t — there are scammers who call back 150 times a day, trying different PINs until they 

get it right. Then they immediately log in as you, change your PIN and take over your account.  

 

Smartphone Swindles 

An ever-growing segment of the 20 billion text messages sent each day are attempts at defrauding 

people through “smishing” (a word that combines the SMS technology that sends text messages 

and phishing, a ploy to coax confidential information out of you). Typically, a scam texter will 

fake a problem with one of your financial accounts and ask you for data. Or they might pitch low-
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cost mortgages or credit cards, or promise free gift cards. If you respond by texting back 

confidential personal information, your identity may be stolen. Millions of these smishing texts 

can be launched simultaneously.   

 

Your best defense is to be stingy with your phone number. Scam texts may result if you provide it 

to contests, say, or businesses. Mobile apps can also be to blame. When you install them, the fine 

print in the user agreement may grant permission to the app’s developer to use or sell your phone 

number and sometimes even the numbers of your contacts. In one recently popular scheme, 

scammers get your contacts from mobile apps, then text you posing as people you know to seek 

money or ID-theft-worthy information, says Jonathan Sasse, marketing executive at First Orion, a 

digital security firm that provides the mobile app Privacy Star.  

 

One more important tip: Never follow a text’s instructions to push a designated key to opt out of 

future messages.  Instead, forward the questionable text to short code 7726, so cellphone carriers 

can block that sender.  You can further bolster defenses against mobile scams — which have 

quadrupled in the past two years — with call-blocking apps such as Hiya, Truecaller, NoMoRobo 

and Privacy Star.   

 

Curiosity Cons 

Knowing that you are likely to ignore unrecognized or private numbers on caller ID, today’s crooks 

use software that allows them to display fake numbers that are hard to resist. Here are some 

variations. 

 

The neighbor ploy. Your area code and prefix are displayed, so the call appears to be from a 

neighbor or nearby business. “Fewer people are comfortable blocking local numbers, 

increasing scammers’ success rates,” notes Jonathan Nelson of Hiya. And the fake number 

makes it hard for law enforcement to track. 

“Hey, there’s a call from my own phone number” scam It’s hard to resist answering a call 

from your own number, which scammers can simulate. And they are able to get around any 

call blocking that you’ve set up. 

The one-ring rip-off. Criminals sometimes program auto-dialers to make repeated calls to 

you, each disconnecting after just one ring.  They know this might spur you into calling back 

the displayed number to complain.  There’s double trouble if you call area codes such as 268, 

664 and 876.  These are for Caribbean countries and other places that have high per-minute 

phone charges.  One scam involves getting you to call one of those numbers, then getting you 

to hold through transfers that rack up your bill until a scammer gets on the line and starts a 

fraudulent pitch.  Beware. 

 

 

PUBLIC SAFETY OPERATIONS 

 239 Calls for Service. 

 14 Arrests. 

 121 Tickets issued. 

 Motor Carrier Enforcement. 

 1 Walk in PBTs.  

 7 Prescription pill drop offs. 
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 Car Safety Seat Inspection. 

 2 Gun Permits. 

 Home vacation checks. 

 1 Prisoner transports to and from the Birmingham Police Department. 

 2 Medicals on 13 Mile Rd. 

 4 Alarms on 13 Mile Rd. 

 Animal complaint on 13 Mile Rd. 

 2 Motorist Assists on13 Mile Rd. 

 Traffic complaint on Birwood. 

 Medical on Lahser. 

 Traffic complaint on 14 Mile Rd. 

 2 Suspicious Persons complaints on 13 Mile Rd. 

 Suspicious Vehicle complaint on 13 Mile Rd. 

 Suspicious Vehicle complaint on Southfield. 

 Suspicious Persons complaint on Southfield. 

 Traffic Accident on Fairfax 

 2 Traffic Accidents on 13 Mile Rd. 

 6 Traffic Accidents on 14 Mile Rd. 

 Traffic Accident on Southfield. 

 2 Traffic Accidents on Greenfield. 

 Motorist Assist on Greenfield. 

 Citizen Assist on 13 Mile Rd. 

 Alarm on Southfield. 

 Suspicious Persons complaint on Westlady. 

 Alarm on Metamora. 

 Animal complaint on Pickwick. 

 Officers stopped a vehicle on 13 Mile for a traffic complaint. The driver was operating on a 

suspended license and had warrants for her arrest. The driver was arrested without incident. 

 Officers were dispatched to an accident on 14 Mile. One of the drivers involved was operating 

without a license.  The driver was arrested without incident. 

 Citizen Assist on Reedmere. 

 Suspicious Persons complaint on Sheridan. 

 Officers were investigating two suspicious persons on Birwood at 2:30AM. Officers found one 

person in possession of marijuana without a medical card. The individual was arrested without 

incident. 

 Citizen Assist on Downing Place. 

 Medical on King Richard. 

 Alarm on Eastlady. 

 Officers responded to a business on Southfield for a fraud complaint. Subsequent investigation 

revealed check fraud. The customer was arrested without incident. 

 Suspicious Circumstance complaint on Saxon. 

 Civil Dispute on Dunblaine. 

 Medical on Rosevear. 

 Carbon Monoxide Alarm on Arlington. 
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 Alarm on Sunset. 

 Vehicle Lockout on Hampstead. 

 Alarm on Old Post. 

 Animal complaint on Beverly. 

 Officers stopped a vehicle on Evergreen for a traffic violation. The driver was suspected of 

operating while intoxicated. The driver was arrested without incident. 

 Alarm on Wesley. 

 Alarm on Buckingham. 

 Suspicious Circumstance complaint on Riverside. 

 Lift Assist on Fox Run. 

 Alarm on Downing Place. 

 Medical on E. Valley woods. 

 Traffic complaint on Bellvine Trail. 

 Family Trouble on 13 Mile Rd. 

 Motorist Assist on Lahser. 

 Traffic complaint on Norchester. 

 Officers stopped a vehicle for a traffic violation. The driver was operating on a suspended 

license. The driver was arrested without incident. 

 Vehicle Lockout on Southfield. 

 Officers stopped a vehicle on 13 Mile for a traffic violation. The driver was operating on a 

suspended license and warrants for his arrest. The driver was arrested without incident. 

 Medical on Embassy. 

 Larceny on Hobnail. 

 Larceny on Robinhood. 

 Officers responded to Banbury Ct. for a domestic dispute. One person was arrested without 

incident. 

 Juvenile complaint on 13 Mile Rd. 

 Medical on Southfield. 

 Larceny on Metamora. 

 Alarm on Amherst. 

 Reckless driving complaint on Lahser. 

 Larceny on Highbank. 

 Larceny on Cedar Hollow. 

 Larceny on Nottingham. 

 Suspicious Persons complaint on Tremont. 

 Traffic complaint on Old Coach. 

 Traffic complaint on 13 Mile Rd. 

 Medical on Nixon. 

 5 Traffic complaints on Old Post. 

 Larceny complaint on Highbank. 

 Animal complaint on Allerton. 

 Traffic complaint on 14 Mile Rd. 

 Peace Officer complaint on Banbury. 

 Lift Assist on Bedford. 
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 Larceny complaint on King Richard. 

 Suspicious Persons complaint on Long Bow. 

 Lift Assist on Bedford. 

 Suspicious Persons complaint on Southfield. 

 Suspicious Circumstance complaint on Riverview. 

 Medical on Woodhaven 

 Suspicious Circumstance complaint on 14 Mile Rd. 

 Traffic complaint on Bellvine Trail. 

 Medical on Rosevear 

 Suspicious Persons complaint on Gould Ct. 

 Citizen Assist on Bedford. 

 Traffic complaint on Beverly. 

 Suspicious Circumstance complaint on Hampstead. 

 Medical on Bedford. 

 Medical on Greenfield. 

 Suspicious Persons complaint on Shagbark. 

 911 Hang Up on Greenfield. 

 Animal complaint on Bellvine Trail. 

 Medical on Kennoway Cir. 

 Alarm on Vernon. 

 Animal complaint on Huntley Sq. E. 

 Animal complaint on Balmoral. 

 Alarm on Vallen Ct. 

 Citizen Assist on Kirkshire. 

 Suspicious Circumstance complaint on Carriage. 

 Officers stopped a vehicle on 13 Mile for a traffic violation. The driver was operating on a 

suspended license and had warrants for his arrest. The driver was arrested without incident. 

 2 Traffic complaints on 14 Mile Rd. 

 Traffic complaint on 13 Mile Rd. 

 Medical on Kinross. 

 Officers responded to an address on 13 Mile for a shoplifting complaint. One customer was 

arrested without incident. 

 Officers stopped a vehicle on Lahser for a traffic violation. The driver was operating on a 

suspended license and a warrant for her arrest. The driver was arrested without incident.   

 Officers stopped a vehicle on 13 Mile for a traffic violation. The driver was operating without 

a license. The driver was arrested without incident. 

 Traffic complaint on Hampstead. 

 Traffic Accident on Greenfield. 

 Welfare Check on Warwick. 

 Animal complaint on Elizabeth. 

 Suspicious Vehicle on Kirkshire. 

 Medical on Warwick. 

 Damage to Property on Valley Oaks 
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 Officers stopped a vehicle for a traffic violation on 13 Mile. The driver was operating on a 

suspended license. The driver was arrested without incident. 

 Assist Huntington Woods with a structure fire. 

 Assist Oak Park with a structure fire. 

 Officers responded to Embassy on the report of suspicious persons. Subsequent investigation 

revealed two persons stealing packages from homes. Both were arrested without incident. 

 

 

INVESTIGATIONS BUREAU 

 CFS Closed and Reviewed - 136  

 Reviewed 12 case reports for a disposition. 

 Followed up and reviewed cases, of which 9 were closed. 

  9 Cases were assigned. 

 18 Reports written on current cases. 

 14 Current active investigations. 

 10 Current pending investigations. 

 2  warrant/arraignments issued by OC OWI II  and DV 

 2 cases sent for Prosecutor review on charges/pending warrants. 

 Conducted 4 interviews related to criminal cases. 

 DB Issued Possession Marijuana Ticket. 

 Assisted road patrol w/Home Invasion, Theft of Mail 

 Attended Traffic Conference at 46th DC. 

 Forfeited monies were completed on Robert Pitts/PWID case  

 Polygraph scheduled for Larceny case 

 Attended Juvenile training at Oakland County. 

 Assisted with 2 Fire/Smoke runs, Groves HS and 31333 Southfield. 

 Attended School Resource meeting at Troy Training Center. 

 SLO picked up new keys for schools. 

 Completed Annual LESO verification on M14 guns in armory. 

 Completed Salvage/Overhaul online training 

 Attended Fire Officer I, II training. 

 Attended Groves Football Game. 


